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Abstract. We study the min-max Voronoi diagram of a set S of polygonal objects, a generalization of Voronoi diagrams based on the maximum
distance between a point and a polygon. We show that the min-max
Voronoi diagram is equivalent to the Voronoi diagram under the Hausdorﬀ distance function. We investigate the combinatorial properties of
this diagram and give improved combinatorial bounds and algorithms.
As a byproduct we introduce the min-max hull which relates to the minmax Voronoi diagram in the way a convex hull relates to the ordinary
Voronoi diagram.

1

Introduction

Given a set S of polygonal objects in the plane their min-max Voronoi diagram
is a subdivision of the plane into regions such that the Voronoi region of a
polygon P ∈ S is the locus of points t whose maximum distance from (any
point in) P is less than the maximum distance from any other object in S. The
min-max Voronoi region of P is subdivided into ﬁner regions by the farthest
point Voronoi diagram of the vertex set of P . This structure generalizes both
the ordinary Voronoi diagram of points and the farthest-point Voronoi diagram.
The ordinary Voronoi diagram is derived if shapes degenerate to points and the
farthest-point Voronoi diagram appears in the case where the set of points is the
set of vertices of a single polygon (|S| = 1). The min-max Voronoi diagram can
be deﬁned equivalently on a collection S of sets of points instead of polygonal
objects. It is equivalent to the Voronoi diagram of sets of points or polygonal
objects under the Hausdorﬀ metric (see Section 2).
The min-max Voronoi diagram problem was formulated in [11] where the
critical area computation problem for via-blocks in VLSI designs was addressed
via the L∞ min-max Voronoi diagram of disjoint rectilinear shapes. This diagram
had also been considered in [4] where it was termed the Voronoi diagram of point
clusters, and in [1] where it was termed the closest covered set diagram for the
case of disjoint convex shapes and arbitrary convex distance functions. In [4]
general combinatorial bounds regarding this diagram were derived by means of
envelopes in three dimensions. It was shown that the size of this diagram is
O(n2 α(n)) in general and linear in the case of clusters of points with disjoint
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convex hulls. The latter was also shown in [1] for disjoint convex shapes and
arbitrary convex distances. Using a divide and conquer algorithm for computing
envelopes in three dimensions, [4] concluded that the cluster Voronoi diagram
can be constructed in O(n2 α(n)) time. In [1] the problem for disjoint convex
sets was reduced to abstract Voronoi diagrams and the randomized incremental
construction of [6] was proposed for its computation. This approach results in
an O(kn log n) -time algorithm, where k is the time to construct the bisector of
two convex polygons.
In this paper we provide tighter combinatorial bounds and algorithms that
improve in an output sensitive fashion the time complexity bounds given in [4]
and [1]. Speciﬁcally we show that the size of the diagram is O(m) where m
is the size of the intersection graph of S which reﬂects the number of relevant
intersections among the shapes of S in addition to the number of convex hull
edges of each shape in S (see Def. 7). In the worst case m is O(n2 ). Furthermore
we show that in case of non-crossing polygons (not necessarily disjoint or convex,
see Def. 5) the min-max Voronoi regions are connected and the size of the minmax Voronoi diagram is linear in the number of vertices on the convex hulls of the
polygons in S. Thus, the connectivity and linearity of the diagram is maintained
for a more general class of polygons than the ones shown in [4,1]. We present
a divide and conquer algorithm of time complexity O((n + M + N + K) log m)
where n is the total number of points in S, M is the total number of vertices
of crossing pairs of shapes (see Def. 5), K is the total number of vertices of
interacting1 pairs of shapes and N = O(M log m) is the sum for all dividing
lines of the size of pairs of crossing shapes that intersect a dividing line in the
divide and conquer scheme. As a byproduct we introduce the min-max hull of a
set of shapes which relates to the min-max Voronoi diagram in the way a convex
hull relates to the ordinary Voronoi diagram (see Def. 9). The special properties
of the min-max Voronoi diagram are heavily exploited to maintain eﬃciency as
the merge curve of the standard divide-and-conquer technique contains cycles.
The algorithm simpliﬁes to O((n+N +K) log n) for non-crossing polygons which
is the case of interest to our VLSI manufacturing application. In our application,
VLSI contact shapes tend to be small in size and well spaced in which case N, K
are both negligible compared to n. A plane sweep approach of time complexity
O((n + K  ) log n) for a non-crossing S is presented in a companion paper [10].
Our motivation for studying the min-max Voronoi diagram comes from an
application in VLSI yield prediction, in particular the estimation of critical area,
a measure reﬂecting the sensitivity of a VLSI design to spot defects during
manufacturing [7,8,9,11,13]. In [12,11] the critical area computation problem for
shorts, opens, and via-blocks was reduced to variations of L∞ Voronoi diagrams of
segments. In particular, the L∞ min-max Voronoi diagram of disjoint rectilinear
shapes was introduced as a solution to the critical area computation problem
for via-blocks [11]. The L∞ metric corresponds to a square defect model. The
square defect model has been criticized [8] for the case of via-blocks and thus the
Euclidean version of the problem needs to be investigated. The construction of
1

A shape Q ∈ S is interacting with P ∈ S if Q is entirely enclosed in the minimum
enclosing circle of P (Def. 11).
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the Euclidean min-max Voronoi diagram remains realistic as robustness issues
are similar to the construction of Voronoi diagrams of points and not to those
of segments.

2

Preliminaries

Let d(p, q) denote the ordinary distance between two points in the plane p and
q. The ordinary bisector between p and q, denoted as b(p, q), is the locus of
points equidistant from p and q. The bisector b(p, q) partitions the plane into
two half-planes H(p, q) and H(q, p), where H(p, q) denotes the half plane associated with p. The farthest distance of a point p from a shape Q is df (p, Q) =
max{d(p, q), ∀q ∈ Q}. It is well known that df (p, Q) = d(p, q) for some vertex q
on the convex hull of Q. The convex hull of Q is denoted as CH(Q). It is also well
known that df (p, Q) can be determined by the farthest point Voronoi diagram of
the vertex set of Q, denoted as f-Vor(Q). Let freg(q) denote the farthest Voronoi
region of q ∈ CH(Q), where q is on CH(Q). The farthest distance between
two polygons P and Q is df (P, Q) = max{d(p, q), ∀(p, q), p ∈ P, q ∈ Q}. Clearly
df (P, Q) = d(p, q) where p and q are vertices of CH(P ) and CH(Q) respectively.
For two arbitrary sets of points A, B df (A, B) is deﬁned equivalently.
Deﬁnition 1. The farthest bisector, denoted bf (P, Q), between P and Q is the
locus of points equidistant from P and Q according to df (P, Q), i.e., bf (P, Q) =
{y | df (y, P ) = df (y, Q)}. Any point r such that df (r, P ) < df (r, Q) is said to
be closer to P than to Q. The locus of points closer to P than to Q is denoted
by H(P, Q).
H(P, Q) need not be connected in general. We now show that bf (P, Q)
is equivalent to the bisector of P, Q under the Hausdorﬀ metric. The (directed) Hausdorﬀ distance from P to Q is dh (P, Q) = maxp∈P minq∈Q d(p, q).
The (undirected) Hausdorﬀ distance between P and Q is Dh (P, Q) =
max{dh (P, Q), dh (Q, P )}. The Hausdorﬀ bisector between P and Q is bh (P, Q) =
{y | Dh (y, P ) = Dh (y, Q)}. But for any point y, dh (y, P ) = d(y, P ), where
d(y, P ) = minp∈P {d(y, p)}, and dh (P, y) = df (y, P ). But df (y, P ) ≥ d(y, P ). We
thus conclude that bf (P, Q) and bh (P, Q) are equivalent.
Deﬁnition 2. The min-max Voronoi diagram of S, denoted as mM-Vor(S),
is a subdivision of the plane into regions such that the min-max Voronoi region of a polygon P , denoted as mM -reg(P ), is the locus of points closer to
P according to df , than to any other shape in S i.e., mM -reg(P ) = {y |
df (y, P ) ≤ df (y, Q), ∀Q ∈ S, Q = P }. The min-max Voronoi region of P
is subdivided into ﬁner regions by the farthest point Voronoi diagram of the
vertex set of P . That is, mM -reg(p) = mM -reg(P ) ∩ f reg(p) i.e., mM reg(p) = {y | d(y, p) = df (y, P ) ≤ df (y, Q), ∀Q ∈ S, Q = P }. The Voronoi
edges on the boundary of mM -reg(P ) are called inter-bisectors. The bisectors in
the interior of mM -reg(P ) are called intra-bisectors. Since bf (P, Q) is equivalent
to bh (P, Q) the min-max Voronoi diagram is also called the Hausdorﬀ Voronoi
diagram.
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Figure 1 illustrates the min-max Voronoi diagram of S = {P1 , P2 , P3 }. The
shaded regions depict mM -reg(P1 ) and mM -reg(P3 ); the unshaded portion
corresponds to mM -reg(P2 ). Inter-bisectors are shown in solid lines and intrabisectors are depicted in dashed lines. Figure 2 illustrates the min-max Voronoi
diagram of two intersecting segments P, Q; mM -reg(P ) is illustrated shaded.
Both an intra- and an inter-bisector correspond to an ordinary bisector b(p, q)
between two points p, q. For an inter-bisector, p and q belong to diﬀerent shapes,
H(p, q) consists of all points closer to p than q, and p is located in H(p, q). For
an intra-bisector, p, q are points of the same shape, H(p, q) consists of points
farther from p than q and p is not located in H(p, q). Similarly we distinguish
between three types of vertices: inter-vertices where at least three inter-bisectors
meet, intra-vertices where at least three intra-bisectors meet, and mixed-vertices
where one intra-bisector and two inter-bisectors meet. The term intra-bisector is
used to denote any bisector in f-Vor(P), the farthest point Voronoi diagram of
the vertex set of P .
reg(P2)
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Fig. 1. The min-max Voronoi diagram of
S = {P1 , P2 , P3 }.

Fig. 2. The min-max Voronoi diagram of
two intersecting segments.

Deﬁnition 3. The circle Ky , centered at an intra-bisector point y of radius
df (y, P ) is called a P -circle. A P -circle is empty if it contains no shape other
than P in its interior.
Deﬁnition 4. A supporting line of a convex polygon P is a straight line l passing through a vertex v of P such that the interior of P lies entirely on one side
of l. Vertex v is called a supporting vertex. l and v are called left (resp. right)
supporting) if P lies to the right (resp. left) of l. The portion of the common
supporting line between the supporting vertices of two convex polygons such that
both polygons lie on the same side of l is called a supporting segment.
Deﬁnition 5. Two polygons are called non-crossing if their convex hulls admit
at most two supporting segments. Otherwise they are called crossing.
An example of non-crossing and crossing polygons can be seen in Figure 3.
In Figures 3(a) and 3(b) all polygons are non-crossing; in Figure 3(c) polygons
C and D are crossing. In our application, VLSI via-shapes are disjoint and thus,
their convex hulls must be non-crossing.
Deﬁnition 6. A chord pi pj ∈ P is a diagonal or convex hull edge of P that
induces an intra-bisector of f-Vor(P). Two chords pi pj ∈ P and qi qj ∈ Q, are
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called non-crossing if they do not intersect or if they intersect but at least one
of their endpoints lies strictly in the interior of CH(P ∪ Q). Otherwise they are
called crossing. Shape Q is called crossing with chord pi pj ∈ P if there is a chord
qi qj ∈ Q that is crossing with pi pj . Otherwise it is called non-crossing.
Deﬁnition 7. The intersection graph of S, G(S), has a vertex for every chord
of a shape P ∈ S and an edge for any two crossing chords pi pj ∈ P, qi qj ∈ Q.
The size of the intersection graph is denoted by m. The total number of vertices
of all crossing pairs of shapes is denoted by M .
Deﬁnition 8. A chain is a simple polygonal line. A chain C is monotone with
respect to a line l if every line orthogonal to l intersects C in at most one point.

3

Structure and Properties

In this section we list the structural properties of mM-Vor(S). Unless we
explicitly mention otherwise these properties have not been identiﬁed in [4,1].
Property 1. The farthest bisector bf (P, Q) is a subgraph of f-Vor(P ∪ Q) consisting of edge disjoint monotone chains. If a chain has just one edge, this is a
straight line; otherwise its two extreme edges are semi-inﬁnite rays.
Corollary 1. Any semi-inﬁnite ray of bf (P, Q) corresponds to the perpendicular
bisector induced by a distinct supporting segment between CH(P ) and CH(Q).
The number of chains constituting bf (P, Q) is derived by the number of supporting segments between CH(P ) and CH(Q).
Property 2. For any point x ∈ mM -reg(p) the segment px ∩ f reg(p) lies
entirely in mM -reg(p). mM -reg(p) is said to be essentially star-shaped.
Property 3. The boundary of any connected component of mM -reg(p), p ∈ P ,
p = P , consists of a sequence of outward convex chains, each one corresponding
to an inter-bisector bf (p, Qi ), Qi ∈ S, Qi = P , and an inward convex chain
corresponding to the intra-bisector bf (p, P ). (Convexity is characterized as seen
from the interior of mM -reg(p)).
Let’s now deﬁne the min-max hull, or mM-hull for short, of S, denoted as
mM H(S). The mM -hull is related to the mM-Vor(S) as the ordinary convex hull
is related to the ordinary Voronoi diagram. An example is depicted in Figure 3.
Deﬁnition 9. A shape P ∈ S, in particular a vertex p ∈ P , is said to be on
the mM -hull of S, if and only if p admits a supporting line " such that CH(P )
lies totally on one side of " and none of the rest of shapes in S lie totally on the
same side, except possibly from a shape having its boundary common to " and
its interior lying on the same side of " as CH(P ). A segment pq joining two
mM-hull vertices p ∈ P, q ∈ Q such that pq is a supporting segment of P, Q is
called an mM-hull supporting segment. An mm-hull edge is either a convex hull
edge joining mM-hull vertices of one shape or an mM-hull supporting segment
joining mM-hull vertices of diﬀerent shapes.
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Fig. 3. The min-max hull.

(c)

p2

Fig. 4. Q1 ∈ Kyr and Q2 ∈ Kyf .

By Deﬁnition 9, a supporting segment pq, p ∈ P and q ∈ Q, is an edge
of mM H(S) if and only if CH(P ) and CH(Q) lie totally on one side of the
line "pq passing through pq and no other shape in S lies totally on the same
side of "pq (except possibly from a shape having its boundary common to "pq ).
Furthermore, a convex hull edge pr, p, r ∈ P , is an mM-hull edge if and only if
CH(P ) is the only shape in S lying entirely on one side of the underlying line
"pr . Thus, the boundary of the mM -hull consists of a sequence of supporting
segments, interleaved with a subsequence of convex chains. The order of
traversal, say clockwise, of the mM -hull edges satisﬁes the property that each
edge deﬁnes a supporting line of a shape P on the mM -hull: a right supporting
line for mM-hull supporting segments and a left supporting line for convex hull
chains. Figure 3 illustrates the mM -hulls of (a) disjoint, (b) non-crossing, and
(c) crossing shapes respectively. Supporting segments are illustrated in arrows
according to a clockwise traversal.
Property 4. Region mM -reg(p) is unbounded if and only if vertex p lies on the
mM -hull of S.
Corollary 2. All unbounded bisectors of mM-Vor(S) (both inter- and intrabisectors) are cyclically ordered in the same way as the edges are ordered on
the boundary of mM H(S).
Let T (P ) denote the tree of intra-bisectors of P i.e., the tree induced by
f-Vor(P). T (P ) is assumed to be rooted at the point of minimum weight i.e.,
the center of the minimum enclosing circle of P . Let yj yk ∈ T (P ) be the intrabisector segment of chord pi pj , where yj is the parent of yk , and let yi be a point
on yj yk . Point yi partitions T (P ) in at least two parts. Let T (yi ) denote the part
containing the descendents of yi in the rooted T (P ) i.e., the subtree of T (P )
rooted at yi that contains segment yi yk , and let Tc (yi ) denote the complement
of T (yi ). T (yi ) is referred to as the subtree of T (P ) rooted at yi . Let Kyi be
the P -circle centered at yi . Chord pi pj partitions Kyi in two parts Kyfi and Kyri ,
where Kyri is the part enclosing the portion of CH(P ) inducing T (yi ) and Kyfi is
the part enclosing the portion of CH(P ) inducing Tc (yi ). Figure 4 depicts Kyfi
shaded.
Deﬁnition 10. A shape Q ∈ S is called limiting with respect to chord pi pj ∈ P ,
if Q is enclosed within a P -circle K passing through pi , pj , and Q is non-crossing
with pi pj . (Note that Q may be limiting but still be crossing with P ). Q is called
forward limiting if Q ∈ Kyfi ∪ CH(P ) or rear limiting if Q ∈ Kyri ∪ CH(P ).
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Note that any shape enclosed in a P -circle must be forward limiting, rear
limiting or crossing with P . In Figure 4 shapes Q1 and Q2 are rear and forward
limiting respectively with respect to y and chord p1 p2 .
Lemma 1. Let Q ∈ S be a limiting shape with respect to chord pi pj ∈ P and let
y ∈ T (P ) be the center of the P -circle enclosing Q. If Q is forward (resp. rear)
limiting then the whole T (y) (resp. Tc (y)) is closer to Q than to P .
Proof. Sketch. It is not hard to see that Kyf ∪ CH(P ) ⊂ Kyk for any yk ∈ T (y),
and Kyr ∪ CH(P ) ⊂ Kyj for any yj ∈ Tc (y).
The following property gives a suﬃcient condition for a shape to have an
empty Voronoi region and it is directly derived from Lemma 1. In the case of
non-crossing shapes the condition is also necessary. For the subset of disjoint
convex shapes property 3 had also been identiﬁed in [1].
Property 5. mM -V or(P ) = ∅ if there exist two limiting shapes Q, R, enclosed
in the same P -circle Ky , y ∈ b(pi , pj ), pi pj ∈ P , such that Q ∈ Kyf ∪ CH(P ) and
R ∈ Kyr ∪ CH(P ). In case of a non-crossing S the condition is also necessary
(except from the trivial case where CH(P ) entirely contains another shape).
Theorem 1. The min-max Voronoi diagram of an arbitrary set of polygons S
has size O(m), where m is the size of the intersection graph of S. In case of a
non-crossing S, there is at most one connected Voronoi region for each P ∈ S
and mM-Vor(S) has size O(n), where n is the total number of vertices in S.
Proof. Sketch. It is enough to show that the number of mixed Voronoi vertices is
O(m). For any P at most two mixed Voronoi vertices can be induced by limiting
shapes. Any other mixed Voronoi vertex on b(pi , pj ), pi , pj ∈ P must be induced
by some Q ∈ S that is crossing pi pj . But for pi pj at most two mixed Voronoi
vertices can be induced by Q. Thus, the bound is derived.
For a non-crossing S any shape enclosed in a P -circle must be limiting. By
property 3 the boundary of any connected component of mM -reg(p) for any
p ∈ P must contain a single intra-bisector chain of T (P ). Thus, by lemma 1 and
the non-crossing property, T (P )∩mM -reg(P ) must consist of a single connected
component (if not empty). Hence, mM -reg(P ) must be connected.
In the case of disjoint convex shapes the connectivity and linearity of mMVor(S) had also been established in [4] and [1]. Our proof however is much
simpler and extends the linearity property to the more general class of noncrossing polygons.

4

A Divide and Conquer Algorithm

Let Sl and Sr be the sets of shapes in S to the left and to the right respectively of
a vertical dividing line L, where a shape P is said to be to the left (resp. right) of L
if the leftmost x-coordinate of P is to the left (resp. right) of L. Assume that mMVor(Sl ) and mM-Vor(Sr ) have been computed. We shall compute mM-Vor(S)
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by merging mM-Vor(Sl ) and mM-Vor(Sr ). Let σ(Sl , Sr ) denote the merge curve
between mM-Vor(Sl ) and mM-Vor(Sr ) i.e., the collection of bisectors b(pl , pr )
in mM-Vor(S) such that pl ∈ Sl and pr ∈ Sr . Let SL consist of the shapes in
Sl that intersect the dividing line and the shapes in Sr that are crossing with
shapes in Sl . In case of non-crossing shapes SL ⊆ Sl .
Lemma 2. The merge curve σ(Sl , Sr ) is a collection of edge disjoint unbounded
chains and cycles. The cycles can only enclose regions of shapes in SL that is,
regions of shapes in Sl that intersect the dividing line and regions of shapes in
Sr that are crossing with shapes in Sl (if any).
Figure 5 shows mM-Vor(S), S = {P1 , P2 , Q1 , Q2 } with mM -reg(P2 ) depicted
shaded. Dividing S as Sl = {P1 , P2 } and Sr = {Q1 , Q2 } shows that σ(Sl , Sr )
can have cycles enclosing regions of shapes in Sl . In Figure 6 the shaded regions
depict mM -reg(Q). Dividing S as Sl = {P1 , P2 } and Sr = {Q} shows that, in
case of crossing shapes, a cycle in σ(Sl , Sr ) can enclose regions of shapes in Sr .

Q1
P1

P1

Q

P2
P2

mM-reg(P2)
Q2

Fig. 5. mM-Vor(S), S = {P1 , P2 , Q1 , Q2 }.

Fig. 6. mM-Vor(S), S = {P1 , P2 , Q}.

To trace the merge curve σ(Sl , Sr ) we need to identify a starting point on every component. Then each component can be traced as in the ordinary Voronoi
diagram case [14]. By Corollary 2 the unbounded portions of σ(Sl , Sr ) are induced by the mM-hull supporting segments between vertices of Sl and Sr . We
ﬁrst concentrate on identifying those mM-hull supporting segments. We then
show how to identify a point on every cycle of σ(Sl , Sr ).
4.1

Merging Two mM-Hulls

The mM-hull of S is represented by an ordered (e.g. clockwise) list of its vertices.
An alternative representation can be obtained by the Gaussian Map [3] of S, for
short GMap(S), onto the unit circle. In the Gaussian Map every mM-hull edge
ei is mapped to a point ν(ei ) on the circumference of a unit circle Ko as obtained
by the outward pointing unit normal. That is, point ν(ei ) represents a normal
vector pointing in the half-plane bordered by the supporting line "ei away from
the mM-hull i.e., towards the interior of the shape(s) where the endpoints of
ei belong. We will use the same notation to denote both the vector and the
corresponding point in the GMap. Figure 7 illustrates two mM-hulls and their
respective Gaussian maps. In the Gaussian maps the supporting segments of the
mM-hull are represented by longer arrows and are marked by the names of the
two shapes they support.
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Fig. 7. The Gaussian Map of mM-hull({A, B, C, D}) and mM-hull({F, H, G}).

Lemma 3. The normal vectors in GMap(S) appear in the same cyclic order
(e.g. clockwise) as the respective cyclic traversal of the boundary of mM-hull(S).
By Lemma 3 merging two mM-hulls corresponds to merging their Gaussian Maps. An edge e of mM H(Sl ) or mM H(Sr ) is called valid if e remains on the mM H(S), otherwise e is called invalid. To merge GM ap(Sl ) and
GM ap(Sr ) we merge their valid portions in cyclic order, and add vectors of
the new supporting segments between mM H(Sl ) or mM H(Sr ). We will only
provide the self-explanatory Figure 8 which illustrates the merging process of
the two mM-hulls appearing in Figure 7. In particular, Figure 8(a) illustrates
mM H(S), S = Sl ∪Sr , Sl = {A, B, C, D}, Sr = {G, F, H}, Figure 8(b) illustrates
GM ap(S), and Figures 8(c) and 8(d) illustrate GM ap(Sl ) and GM ap(Sr ) respectively. In Figures 8(c) and 8(d) the invalid vectors are shown crossed out. The
new vectors corresponding to the new supporting segments between mM H(Sl )
and nM H(Sr ) are indicated by thicker arrows.
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FG

B
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F

X
XX

CD
CD
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X
X

D
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D

DA

AB

B

BC

(c)
(a)

XXX

H

X
XX
X

GH

FG

G

(d)

(b)

Fig. 8. Merging mM H(Sl ) and mM H(Sr ).

Theorem 2. Merging mM H(Sl ) and mM H(Sr ) into mM H(S) can be computed in linear time.
4.2

Tracing the Cycles of σ(Sl , Sr )

Our goal is to identify a starting point on every cycle of σ(Sl , Sr ). Let SP = Sl
and SQ = Sr (resp. SP = Sr , SQ = Sl ) for any P ∈ Sl ∩ SL (resp. P ∈ Sr ∩ SL ).
Let mM -reg  (p), p ∈ P , denote the region of p in mM-Vor(SP ) or mM-Vor(SQ )
and mM -reg(p) denotes the region of p in mM-Vor(S). Consider a connected
component σ of σ(Sl , Sr ). It partitions the plane into two parts such that one
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side of σ(Sl , Sr ) borders regions of Sl , denoted as H(Sl , Sr ), and the other side
borders regions of Sr , denoted as H(Sr , Sl ). A region of mM-Vor(Sl ) (resp. mMVor(Sr )) that falls in H(Sr , Sl ) (resp. H(Sl , Sr )) is said to be on the wrong side
of σ and it may be partially enclosed by a cycle of σ(Sl , Sr ).
Let P ∈ SL have a region in mM-Vor(SP ) on the wrong side of the components of σ(Sl , Sr ) computed so far. Let T  (P ) ⊆ T (P ) be the intra-bisector tree
derived by one connected component of mM -reg  (P ) in H(SQ , SP ). We assume
that T  (P ) is rooted at the point of minimum weight. Note that in the general
crossing case there may be more than one connected component of mM -reg  (P )
but each one is treated independently.
Consider an intra-bisector segment yi yj ∈ T  (P ) where yi is an ancestor of
yj in T  (P ) (i.e., df (yi , P ) < df (yj , P )). Let pi and pj be the vertices inducing
yi yj (i.e.,yi yj ∈ b(pi , pj )). Let qi ∈ Qi and qj ∈ Qj be the owners of yi and yj
respectively in mM-Vor(SQ ) (i.e., yi ∈ mM -reg  (qi ) and yj ∈ mM -reg  (qj )). Qi
and Qj may or may not be the same shape. Comparing d(yk , pk ) and d(yk , qk )
for k = i, j we can easily determine whether yk is closer to P or Qk (i.e., whether
yk ∈ mM -reg(P ) or yk ∈ mM -reg(qk ) in mM-Vor(S)). The following lemma can
be derived from lemma 1 and property 3.
Lemma 4. For an intra-bisector segment yi yj ∈ T  (P ), and a merge curve
cycle τ enclosing a portion of yi yj (if any) we have the following:
1. If yi ∈ mM -reg(P ) and yj ∈ mM -reg(P ), then τ exists but if S is noncrossing then τ cannot intersect yi yj .
2. If exactly one of yi , yj belongs in mM -reg(P ) then τ must intersect yi yj .
3. If yi ∈ mM -reg(Qi ) and yj ∈ mM -reg(Qj ) and if Qi = Qj , or if Qi is
forward limiting or if Qj is rear limiting, then τ cannot intersect yi yj .
4. If yi ∈ mM -reg(Qi ) and yj ∈ mM -reg(Qj ) but Qi is rear limiting and Qj
is forward limiting then either τ intersects yi yj twice or mM -reg(P ) = ∅.
Lemma 5. Given any point yi ∈ T  (P ) such that yi ∈ mM -reg(P ), a starting
point of τ can be determined in time O((Nτ + Bτ ) log n) where Nτ denotes the
number of regions in SP enclosed by τ and Bτ denotes the number of intrabisectors of shapes in SQ that get eliminated by τ .
Proof. Sketch. Consider segment qi yi (yi ∈ mM -reg  (qi )). Let x be the intersection point of qi yi with the chain B of intra-bisectors bounding reg  (qi ). If x is
closer to qi than the owner of x in mM-Vor(SP ) then τ must intersect segment
yi x. Determine the intersection point by walking on segment yi x, starting at yi ,
and considering intersections with the regions of mM-Vor(SP ) (if any). Otherwise, if x is closer to its owner in mM-Vor(SP ), walk along chain B until either
the whole chain is determined to be closer to SP or a point equidistant from qi
i.e., a point on τ , is found. In the former case this connected component of mM reg(qi ) must be empty; update yi to the intersection point, if any, of yi yj and
mM -reg(qi ) and repeat the process. The method maintains time complexity.
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Lemma 6. For any segment yi yj ∈ T  (P ) induced by chord pi pj such that yi ∈
mM -reg(Qi ), yj ∈ mM -reg(Qj ) and Qi is rear limiting or crossing with pi pj
and Qj is forward limiting or crossing with pi pj , the ﬁrst intersection x of τ with
yi yj (if any) can be determined in time O(Mτ log n) where Mτ denotes the total
size of rear limiting or crossing shapes shapes enclosed in the P -circles centered
along yi x.
Proof. Sketch. We traverse segment yi yj , starting at yi , considering the intersection points of yi yj with mM-Vor(SQ ) until either a point closer to P
is encountered, or yj is reached, or a point t on some inter-bisector b(qk , ql )
(qk ∈ Qk , ql ∈ Ql ) of mM-Vor(SQ ) is reached such that Ql is forward limiting.
In the ﬁrst case we can easily determine the starting point of a cycle τ . In the second and third case we conclude that τ does not intersect yi yj . For non-crossing
shapes the latter observation implies reg(P ) = ∅.
A starting point of τ in the non-crossing case can be found as follows:
Non-crossing case: Identify SL ⊂ Sl . For every P ∈ SL such that mM -reg  (P )
is on the wrong side of the unbounded portion of σ(Sl , Sr ) identify T  (P ). Locate
the root of T  (P ) in mM-Vor(Sr ). If the root remains in mM -reg(P ) identify
a starting point of τ as explained in lemma 5. Otherwise visit the vertices of
T  (P ) in order of increasing weight until either Case 2 or Case 4 of Lemma 4 is
encountered. In case 2 follow lemma 5 and in case 4 follow lemma 6.
We now generalize to arbitrarily crossing shapes. Let T (Sl ) (resp. T (Sr ))
denote the collection of all intra-bisector trees induced by the regions of shapes
in SL ∩Sl (resp. SL ∩Sr ) that fall on the wrong side of the merge curves computed
so far.
General case: Locate the vertices of T (Sl ) and T (Sr ) into mM-Vor(Sr ) and
mM-Vor(Sl ) respectively. Process ﬁrst T (Sl ) until empty and then repeat for
T (Sr ). For each tree T  (P ) in T (Sl ) or T (Sr ) do:
1. For any vertex yi ∈ T (P ) such that yi ∈ mM -reg(Qi ) and Qi is a forward
(resp. rear) limiting shape, eliminate T (yi ) (resp. Tc (yi )).
2. For any adjacent vertices yi , yj ∈ T (P ) such that yi ∈ mM -reg(Qi ) and
yj ∈ mM -reg(Qj ) but Qi = Qj eliminate segment yi yj ∈ T (P ).
3. For any vertex yi ∈ T (P ) such that yi ∈ mM -reg(P ), determine a starting
point of the cycle enclosing yi following lemma 5.
4. For any adjacent vertices yi , yj ∈ T (P ) such that yi ∈ mM -reg(Qi ) and
yj ∈ mM -reg(Qj ) determine the ﬁrst intersection of yi yj and a merge cycle
(if any) as explained in lemma 6. If a forward (resp. rear) limiting shape is
identiﬁed during the traversal eliminate T (yi ) (resp. Tc (yi )). Eliminate any
portion of yi yj encountered during the traversal.
5. For any starting point identiﬁed in Steps 3 and 4 trace the merge cycle.
6. Update T (SP ) and T (SQ ).
7. Repeat for every tree in T (Sl ) until T (Sl ) = ∅. Repeat for every tree in
T (Sr ). Repeat until both T (Sl ) and T (Sr ) are empty. (During the processing
of T (Sr ), T (Sl ) may become non-empty and vice versa).
By lemma 1 all rear limiting shapes with respect to a chord of P are enclosed
within the minimum enclosing circle of P .
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Deﬁnition 11. A shape Q ∈ S is said to be interacting with P ∈ S if Q is
entirely enclosed in the minimum enclosing circle of P i.e., the minimum radius
P -circle. Pair (P, Q) is called an interacting pair. The total number of vertices
of interacting pairs of shapes is denoted by K.
Theorem 3. The min-max Voronoi diagram mM -V or(S) can be computed by
divide and conquer in time O((n + M + N + K) log m) where n is the number of
input points, M is the number of vertices of crossing pairs of shapes, m is the
size of the intersection graph G(S), K is the number of vertices of interacting
pairs of shapes, and N = ΣL |SL | for all dividing lines L (N is O(M log m)).
For a non-crossing S, the algorithm simpliﬁes to O((n + N + K) log n).
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